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About Brink

Company Profile
•
•
•

One hundred years of experience
One thousand towbars in product range
25 million towbars fitted, worldwide

For over a hundred years, Brink has stood for quality and expertise in the field
of towbars. Thanks to our core values of innovation, ease of use and safety,
we have become a world leader in the design, production, testing and sale
of flanged, fixed, detachable and retractable towbars in addition to vehicle
specific wiring kits (VSK’s). Brink is the ideal partner for both leading car
manufacturers, professional fitters and consumers. Thanks to this position we
have no fewer than one thousand different models of towbars and wiring kits
in our product range, we develop about two hundred new towbars every year
and today approximately 25 million vehicles worldwide are fitted with one of
our towbars.
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Headquarter in Staphorst

About Brink

Brink Group
•
•
•
•

600 employees
Headquarter in Staphorst
Production locations in France and South Africa
Sales offices in England, Denmark, Italy and Poland

Brink Towing Systems Limited is a brand within the Brink Group. A total of six hundred
employees work at this umbrella holding company. Our head office in the Netherlands
(Staphorst) employs some four hundred members of staff. This allows us to carry out all
our activities here, from design, development and production to sales. Support is
provided from six countries. In France (Betheny) and South Africa (Pietermaritzburg),
Brink Group has high-tech factories for extra production. Both locations also function as
sales offices, organised in the same way as the Brink Group offices in England (Nuneaton),
Denmark (Holmegaard), Italy (Vittoria di Gualtieri) and Poland (Wolsztyn).
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About Brink

Motto Your perfect fit
•
•
•
•

Go on a boat trip
Go cycling
Go on holiday with your caravan
Professional jobs

Your perfect fit is central to all we do at Brink. Whether you want to go on holiday with
your caravan, go sailing, horse riding or cycling; we enable you to have an active life. We
do this by providing the ideal connection between your vehicle and trailer. Whether it’s a
cycle carrier, horse box or trailer, thanks to our towbars and wiring kits everyone can
travel with a sense of ease and safety while on their way to their place of relaxation and
freedom. The same applies for business users who complete a professional job.
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About Brink

First choice for car manufacturers
•
•
•
•

Supplier of car manufacturers
Already involved during the car design phase
Reliable and quality products assured
Fast delivery of a towbar and wiring kit after the introduction of a vehicle

Brink is the preferred choice for many car manufacturers whom we have a long standing
relationship with. We contribute to their innovation, design and construction processes
and guarantee them reliable and high-quality products that can be easily integrated into
their vehicles. Brink is involved during the design phase of the vehicle. Two to three years
before the car goes into production our specialists start working on the development of
an innovative, user-friendly and secure towbar that fits perfectly with the car.
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Product development of towbars

Parts
For the consumer a towbar is nothing more than the black hook with the ball on top at the back of
the car. However, behind the bumper that towbar is composed of many different parts.

Side plates

Draw beam

These are the part of the towbar that provide
the attachment to the vehicle. The mounting
points are accurately cut out here at the right
location so that the fitting can be carried out
simply and quickly. It is very important that
careful attention is given to this during the
fitting as this forms the only contact with
the vehicle.

This is the bar component of the towbar and
is the base on which the ball and side plates
are attached.

Ball plates
These plates are attached to the draw beam.
The ball or the sleeve are attached to these.
The space between varies, depending on
whether a fixed, detachable or retractable
towbar is being installed. In the case of a fixed
towbar, the ball is secured with bolts between
the ball plates. In the case of a detachable
towbar a housing is secured between the ball
plates. The lock of the ball is located in this
housing. One or both ball plates have an
integrated towing eye as standard. This is
specifically for the attachment of a break
away cable or secondary coupling.

Socket plate
The electrical socket is fitted here. Depending on the vehicle
and based on the towbar system used, either a fixed or folding
socket plate will be fitted. A fixed towbar always utilises a fixed
plug plate. Detachable and retractable systems have folding
socket plates.
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Ball

Housing

Locking mechanism

This is the part on which the coupling of the trailer rests.
These are available in many sizes and types. Depending
on the vehicle, the appropriate ball is selected for an
optimal design that takes into consideration the legal
requirements regarding the ball height and distance from
the bumper.

This part functions as a secure lock for the detachable ball.
The manner in which it is placed between the ball plates
depends on the type of system used. Brink has various detachable systems so the towball can be inserted vertically,
diagonally and horizontally.

This part allows the detachable ball to be
locked onto, or unlocked from, the housing.
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Product development of towbars

Research & Design
•
•
•
•
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Development starts with a 3D scan of the rear of the vehicle
Determine the mounting points based on the vehicle chassis
The legal requirements and loading data from the car manufacturer
form the starting point
Towbars are specific to each vehicles

As soon as a new car model comes onto the market, Brink endeavours to have a
suitable towbar available on the day the new model is introduced. The Research
& Design department plays an important role in this aim, and needs about eight
weeks to do this.

3D scan and design

Focus areas

CAD FEM calculation

A team of engineers takes every new car model to the
workshop of the head office in Staphorst. There, a laser
measuring arm is used to carry out a meticulous 3D scan
of the rear and underside of the car, with and without
bumper. Based on this precise 3D scan, R&D creates a
3D towbar model using the most advanced design
programs  such as CAD. All the separate components
associated with the towbar are then designed.

During the design, R&D focuses on a number of basic
principles. The mounting points on the chassis of the
car and the loading data (as indicated by the car
manufacturer), the legally required height of the ball
and the space between the bumper and the centre of
the ball form the basis. Moreover, the goal is to
manufacture the towbar using the least amount of
material and to make it as light as possible. In terms of
appearance, the towbar has to match the design of the
car model. The aim is to leave that design intact by
creating an invisible solution. During fitting, if possible
we want to avoid taking off the bumper or cutting into
it. This in turn helps to decrease the fitting time,
which is a top priority.

Thanks to the CAD FEM calculation program, we apply a
calculation to the design that provides insight into the
external forces and the resulting tension in the material
and the deformation. Using a colour system, aspects
such as strength, rigidity, fatigue and deformation and
are displayed on the screen. This comprehensive
approach ensures a final design of a towbar that
perfectly matches the car model.
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Product development of towbars

Strength test for bolt joints

Test phase
•
•
•
•

Advanced test centre in Staphorst
Simulation of the most extreme driving conditions
Measurements of safety, durability and strength
Tests meet European guidelines

In order to determine the clamping force and the correct tightening torque, the bolt joints of
the developed prototype are secured in a vice. A digital torque wrench tightens the bolt.
Sensors then register the clamping force and the correct tightening torque. A computer then
registers the data measured.  

Climate chamber test

Climate chamber test
Thermal and climatological conditions that occur during the production, transport, storage
and use of the towbar have an influence on the properties, functionality and durability. Tests
in climate chambers are completed in order to guarantee and optimise the quality of the
prototype. The tests are carried out at temperatures between -40°C and 85° Celsius. The
duration of the tests vary between 500 and 850 hours.

Based on the 3D model, Brink produces a towbar prototype. This is subjected to
advanced tests in our test centre, during which it is exposed to the most extreme
conditions in order to measure safety, durability and strength.

Salt spray test

Fatigue test

All Brink towbars have a corrosion-resistant coating which protects against rust formation
due to weather conditions. Our standardised salt spray test simulates the results of years of
practical use. During the salt spray test a towbar prototype is exposed to a warm, salt mist
for a certain time at a temperature of 38°C. The duration of the test can vary, with 480 to
840 hours not being unusual. Our salt spray test is carried out according to the international
standards ISO9227, Din50021 and ASTM B117.

A prototype of the towbar is first put on a test bench in order to check the metal
fatigue, welding and bolt joints. During this Carlos 3D test, for three days and nights
the prototype is subjected to at least two million cycles that simulate the most
extreme driving conditions.  Lateral forces as well as the maximum towing and load
capacity are simulated, as specified by the car manufacturer. A stringent test that
meets the European guidelines 94/20 and 55R and is necessary to obtain approval
from the internationally recognised TÜV testing institute.
Static test

Precision measuring chamber
For each towbar prototype a series of five towbars are first produced using a mould.
One of these five towbars is taken for inspection to the measuring chamber. The physical
dimensions of all parts are checked to see whether they are the same as the original design,
produced with a high-end CAD system. Various aspects are measured, including the
hardness, the surface area and the roughness of the material. A production line is then
started based on the prototype. The measuring chamber again plays an important role in
this production line. Sample checks of a number of towbars from the production line are
carried out in order to avoid the smallest of deviations.

Fluid test
The fluid test follows the fatigue test. The towbar prototype being tested is
injected with a penetration fluid. This fluid exposes any undesired microscopic
cracks resulting from the fatigue test by colouring them dark pink.

Static test
While on a work bench the prototype of the ball is pulled apart backwards and the
eye for the breakaway cable in various directions. This test determines the maximum load the ball and eye can withstand.
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Salt spray test
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Range of towbars

Brink fixed towbar
•
•
•
•

Maintenance-free
Permanently available
Lasts the entire life cycle of your car
Be careful with the Park Distance Control systems

The fixed towbar is ideal for frequent users of a towbar. It is
permanently available, maintenance-free and lasts the entire
lifetime of the car. A fixed towbar is suitable for any type of
bike carrier. And whether it comes to towing a trailer, caravan,
horse box or boat trailer; a fixed towbar can face any challenge.
Besides, it is available for practically all cars (we have developed
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a fixed towbar for almost every model and type) and is the most
reasonably priced of all towbars. In most cases they are suitable
for cars with a Park Distance Control (PDC) system. Exceptions
to this are indicated on our website, Brink.eu, and in our product
catalogue.
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Towbar product range

Brink flanged balls
•
•
•
•
•
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Permanently available
For heavier work
Adjustable in height (2 hole)
Interchangeable for other coupling systems (4 hole)
For high commercial vehicles (lowered 4 hole)

The Brink flanged ball is ideal for owners of a van, pick-up or chassis cab. This fixed
towbar is made for the heavier work and is therefore mostly used in the professional
sector. It can easily pull trailers with a weight of more than 3 tonnes. The flanged ball
is available in three types: 2 hole, 4 hole and 4 hole with a low ball height.

2 hole

4 hole

Lowered 4 hole

The two-hole flanged ball can be adjusted in height if
the flange plate onto which it is mounted has four
coupling points not two. It can be installed on both the
two upper and lower attachment points of the flange
plate. Especially for van owners, the height adjustment
can be useful. A flange plate with four attachment
points can also be used for other coupling systems
(such as the drawbar coupling and ball-pin combination).
All the aforementioned coupling systems fit perfectly
onto this flange plate.

With a four-hole flanged ball other coupling systems
can be used with the flange plate. The four-hole flanged
ball can only be mounted onto a flange plate with four
attachment points and is suitable if you do not need
height adjustment.

The lowered four-hole flanged ball is ideal for high vans,
pick-ups and chassis cabs. The centre of the ball
consequently continues to meet the statutory
requirement. Measured from the ground it must be at
a height of 35 to 42 centimetres when fully loaded.
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Range of towbars

Safety

Brink detachable towbar

A detachable towbar offers the same safety and strength as a fixed towbar. It can fully utilise the vertical load and
trailer weight, as specified by the car manufacturer. The locking system has been extensively tested for these maximum values and under the most extreme driving conditions.

•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal, vertical and diagonal system
As strong as fixed towbar
Does not affect the design of your car
Has an anti-theft lock
Comes with clear operating instructions

For customers who regularly use their towbar but also find the design of their car very important, a detachable Brink
towbar is the ideal solution. We have four different types of detachable systems: the horizontally detachable (Brink
BMC), the diagonally detachable (Brink BMA), the bike carrier solution (Brink RMC) and the vertically detachable
(Brink BMU).

Innovation
There is no longer a permanent towbar behind the car, but the user always has it at hand when required. All detachable towbars are optimally prepared for both bike carriers (vertical load) and trailers (horizontal load). After detaching it, the original design of the car remains unchanged. This makes the system both an attractive and solid solution.

Ease of use
The ball can be attached and removed from the towbar manually and extremely easily. In just a couple of seconds
and with a few clicks, the job is done and no dirty hands for the user. Tools, lubrication or grease are not required for
attaching and detaching the towball, the system is maintenance-free. The ball is provided with a cover which can be
slid into the housing after detaching the towball. This way it will completely cover the housing keeping it clean and
fee from grit. Furthermore, your boot is more accessible and easier to load. All our detachable towbars come with a
storage bag so the towball can be stored in the car without getting the interior dirty.
Clear instructions
The detachable towbar can be attached and detached quickly and easily. On the rotary knob, there are two arrows
that indicate the two successive operations for the removal.
Ergonomic rotary knob
The rotary knob of the detachable towbar has an ergonomic design. It is comfortable to operate because the
fingers, hand, wrist and arm have a natural position when handling it. This allows an optimal power transfer to be
created with minimal effort when unlocking the towball.
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No slack

Visible lock

Audible locking

Theft-proof

A leeway has been incorporated
at the end of the ball. This
StabiliserTM is patented and is the
only one of its kind. The sliding
metal consists of two separate
components that are connected
to one another and engage in the
ball. This ensures that no stress is
exerted on the end where the ball is
clamped into the sleeve. As a result,
this prevents any slack in the positioning of the ball in the housing,
the ball remains in a stable position
and Brink can offer the consumer
the most safe and quiet solution.

You can easily see if our detachable
is locked.  The rotary knob has a
built-in colour indication consisting
of colour codes. Green is a successful lock. Red means a new attempt
is required.  

Thanks to ErgoclickTM an audible
click is given when locking the ball.
This confirms to the user that the
towbar is properly locked.

The detachable towbars are
theft-proof. The ball has a
permanent security lock with key.
It can be used when users choose
to leave the ball in the sleeve.
The Anti-theft lock TM forms a
whole with the towbar in terms
of design.
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Range of towbars

Horizontally detachable towbar: Brink BMC
•
•
•

First detachable towbar from Brink
Easily accessible operating mechanism
Cannot come loose from the sleeve after locking

The horizontally detachable towbar is the predecessor of all
detachable systems (BMA, RMC and BMU) that Brink produces
these days. The BMC has thereby made an important contribution
to the development of detachable systems. With the horizontally
detachable towbar the housing is fully visible under the bumper
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and so easy to locate which makes attaching the ball extremely
simple. With this system, whether the socket plates can be
hidden behind the bumper depends on the design of the car.
After detachment, the ball can be placed in a storage bag and
kept in the boot.
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Range of towbars

Diagonally detachable towbar: Brink BMA
•
•
•
•

Housing easy to locate
Can be both locked and unlocked with two simple actions
Maximum towing weight and vertical load
Cannot come loose from the housing after locking

If a customer is looking for a detachable towbar that excels in usability, then the
diagonally detachable towbar is the best choice. In no other detachable system can
the ball be locked or unlocked so quickly and with so little effort. Another advantage
is that the housing of the towbar is almost invisible after detaching it.

Innovation

With this system you can also store the socket plate behind the bumper so the towbar
becomes almost invisible.

Ease of use
The diagonally detachable towbar is very easy to use. When locking the towball it is
inserted in the housing with a diagonal movement. By pushing the ball slightly downwards, the towbar automatically locks itself. And to unlock it again only two simple
actions are required. The ball is unlocked by pushing the rotary knob in the direction of
the ball and turning it with the thumb in a smooth downwards motion. It can then be
removed and stored in the boot.

SmartTurnTM
The ease of use of the diagonally detachable
towbar is further enhanced by the rotary knob.
This so-called SmartTurnTM It has a downward
movement, which means that one’s hand turns
away from the bumper of the car when
operating the rotary knob.. This way,
there is more room for one’s hand between
the bumper and the rotary knob to unlock
the towbar.

Safety
The diagonally detachable towbar offers one hundred percent safety.  Because
the ball is positioned stably in the housing, the towbar can never come loose after
locking. The SmartTurnTM is designed in such a way that the rotation direction is
opposite to the driving direction. Even in unusual situations, it is impossible for the
towball to work loose while driving.

The diagonally detachable towbar offers great usability. The housing remains partially
visible after removing the ball so it is therefore easy to locate when attaching the ball.
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Towbar product range

Bike carrier solution: Brink RMC Kit
•
•
•
•
•

Diagonally detachable system
Housing easy to locate
Maximum vertical load capacity
Only to be used for bike carriers
Cannot come loose from the housing after locking

exceeding the CO2 emissions standard, most environmentally friendly cars cannot pull
horizontal trailer loads. However, the vertical load capacity is another story. From this
data we have developed a carrier version of the detachable towbar, the bike carrier
solution. This demonstrates that Brink has the knowledge and skill in-house to cater
for the ever more complex technology and the most modern of cars.

Ease of use
If a customer likes cycling, but their car is not allowed to pull a trailer according to
the guidelines of the car manufacturer, then the Brink bike carrier solution solves this
problem. This system cannot and may not tow anything, only carry. Virtually every bike
carrier fits onto this carrier solution.  

Innovation

The bike carrier solution is very easy to use. To lock this carrier solution, the ball is
inserted into the housing with a horizontal movement. By pushing the ball slightly
downwards, the towbar automatically locks itself. Two simple actions are enough to
unlock the ball again. The ball is unlocked by pushing the rotary knob in the direction
of the ball and turning it with the thumb in a smooth downwards motion. It can then be
removed and stored in the boot.

SmartTurnTM
The ease of use of the diagonally detachable
towbar is further enhanced by the rotary knob.
This so-called SmartTurnTM has a downward
movement, which means that one’s hand turns
away from the bumper of the car when operating the rotary knob.. This way, there is more
room for one’s hand between the bumper and
the rotary knob to unlock the towbar.

Safety
The bike carrier solution offers maximum safety. To make sure that this system is only
used for carrying a bike rack, a safety mechanism is attached to the ball. A strip on the
top ensures that no trailers can be connected to the ball of the bike carrier solution.
In order to prevent a BMA ball from being locked in the RMC housing, the housing is
blocked on one side. The design of the RMC ball is modified according to this block:
the traverse pin is shortened on one side. The towbar can never come loose from the
housing after locking, as the ball is secured. The SmartTurnTM is designed in such a
way that the rotation direction is opposite to the driving direction. Even in unusual
situations, it is impossible for the ball of the bike carrier solution to get loose
while driving.

Cycling enthusiasts and owners of an electric or hybrid car can now practice their
hobby without issue. Due to a lack of weight, power, overloading the battery pack or
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Towbar product range

Vertically detachable towbar: Brink BMU
•
•

Ease of use

For customers looking for a towbar that can be made completely
invisible after use, the Brink vertically detachable towbar is the
solution. The ball can be removed and stored in the boot, whilst
the electrical socket plate can be hidden behind the bumper.   

The vertically detachable towbar is very easy to use. When
locking the towbar the ball should be inserted into the housing
from the bottom with a vertical movement. By pushing the ball
slightly downwards, the towbar automatically locks itself. And to
unlock it again only two simple actions are required. The ball is
unlocked by pushing the rotary knob in the direction of the ball
and turning it with the thumb in a smooth upwards motion. It can
then be removed and stored in the boot. Finally, the socket plate
can be folded up behind the bumper with one simple rotating
movement.  

Innovation

Safety

The Brink vertically detachable towbar offers a completely invisible solution after the ball has been removed. This is possible
because the housing in which the ball is locked is hidden behind
the bumper. The electrical socket plate can also be folded away
behind the bumper, so nothing is visible.

The vertically detachable towbar offers one hundred percent
safety. Because the ball is positioned firmly in the housing, the
towbar can never come loose after locking. The system of the
detachable towbar is designed in such a way that it engages
more when the vertical load increases.

•
•
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Invisible after removal of ball
Can be both locked and unlocked with two
simple actions
Cannot come loose from the housing after locking
Engages more when the vertical load increases
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Towbar product range

Retractable towbar: Brink MX
•
•
•
•
•

Invisible behind bumper due to retractable system
As strong as fixed towbar
Simple activation through lever under the car
Ball always attached to the car
Comes with clear operating instructions

Does a customer regularly use the towbar, and finds the design of a car very important
and wants optimal ease of use? The retractable towbar offers this combination. In a
stored position, there is nothing that indicates the presence of a towbar under the car,
but with a simple hand movement the towbar is ready to use.

Innovation
With the retractable towbar it is no longer necessary to put a loose ball in the boot,
and the user has a towbar that keeps the design of your car intact. The retractable towbar meets all requirements. Brink has the widest range of retractable towbars which
are the most compact and lightest in the market.

Ease of use
With a retractable towbar in the stored position, the boot is easily accessible to load
as no obstructions are present.  

Easy operation
By simply pulling a lever under the car, the ball appears behind the bumper. It can then
be put into place with minimal effort by grasping the ball with the hand and pushing it
inwards. During this rotational movement the towbar makes a small upward movement
until it locks with a click. As the ball revolves freely, it is easy to operate. To unlock it
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again only two simple actions are required. By pushing the rotary knob in the direction of the ball and turning it with the thumb in a smooth downwards motion you can
unlock the ball. The ball can then be grabbed with the hand and turned again in the
direction of the bumper. The ball will click behind the bumper in one flowing rotational
movement.  

Maintenance-free
Over the corrosion-resistant coating of the ball and sleeve, we have treated the rotation mechanism with an extra Teflon layer. This makes the retractable towbar fully
resistant to weather conditions.

Safety
Ergonomic rotary knob
The rotary knob of the manually retractable towbar is provided with an ergonomic
design. It is comfortable to operate because the fingers, hand, wrist and arm have a
natural position when handling it. This allows an optimal power transfer to be created
with minimal effort when unlocking the towbar. The system can be unlocked quickly
and easily. On the rotary knob, there is an arrow that indicates the unlocking direction.

A retractable towbar offers the same safety and towing capacity as a fixed towbar.
The ball is always connected to the car, so it can never come loose while driving.

Audible lock
You can hear the lock of the manually retractable towbar. Thanks to the ErgoclickTM,
an audible click is given when locking the ball. This confirms that the towbar is properly
locked.
Visible lock
You can easily see if the manually retractable towbar is locked.  The rotary knob has
a built-in colour indication consisting of colour codes. Green is a successful lock. Red
means a new attempt is required.  
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Towbar product range

Premium quality
•
•
•
•
•

Durable, stylish and light-weight design
Towing weight and vertical load can be fully utilised
Breakaway cable can be easily connected thanks to attachment eye
on ball plate
Plenty of distance between ball and bumper prevents damage to the car.
Meets all international safety requirements

Innovation
At Brink we can offer the most innovative towbars, because we work with the latest
construction and production methods. The techniques and materials that we use offer
you many advantages.
Durable
Brink towbars guarantee you a durable product. We provide all our towbars with
a corrosion-resistant protective layer. This has a preventive effect against corrosion
on the towbar.  

Ease of use

Safety

A Brink towbar guarantees car users ease of use. Functionality and ease of use are
important cornerstones during the design phase. Our entire range of products
complies with the following characteristics:  

With a Brink towbar all motorists can drive safely. We maintain the highest safety
standards in the development and production of our towbars. We will only release a
towbar once it has passed all the tests at our advanced test centre.

Light weight
Brink towbars are very easy to handle.  All our towbars and metal auxiliary parts
are made of high strength steel, which makes them extremely lightweight.

International standards
Brink towbars meet all the international standards (DIN-ISO, ECE R55, Tüv-GS,
CityCrash).

Wide turning angle
Brink towbars allow for articulation, whilst towing. Legally, the distance between
the bumper and the centre of the ball has to be at least 65 millimetres. We
maintain a greater distance (80 mm) so that even with the largest AL-KO coupling,
corners can be taken smoothly whilst avoiding contact with the bumper.

Load requirements of car manufacturers
Brink towbars meet the maximum trailer weight and the maximum vertical load as
indicated by the car manufacturer.

Unique integrated eye
With a Brink towbar, the breakaway cable is easy to connect. All our towbar
solutions come with a unique integrated eye which is attached to the ball plate.
Although practically invisible, the eye can be easily located.

More stringent standards
In order to provide our customers with added reassurance, we have increased the
international standards and load requirements of car manufacturers with our own
standards.

Stylish design
Our towbars have a stylish design, because we can bend them in almost every way. Brink
is therefore able to provide customisation for every car. Our towbars are adapted to the
shape of the car’s bumper. But always respecting the statutory towbar height: measured
from the ground 35 to 42 cm at maximum load. Without any load we assume a distance
of 45 cm from the ground.
Maximum towing weight and axle load
The technical specifications of a car determine the maximum (horizontal) towing weight
and the maximum vertical load (on the axle and the chassis) that a car can handle.
Brink towbars are designed in such a way that these specifications can be fully utilised.
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Testing detachable towbar
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Product development of wiring kits

Parts
For the consumer a wiring kit is nothing more than the socket at the back of the car.
However, behind that socket the wiring kit is composed of many different parts.

36

Wiring harness

Fitting manual

This is the electrical harness
that branches throughout the
car to different connection
points and is connected to
the socket outside the car.

Chronological and clear instructions
for all the procedures that have to
be carried out to successfully fit
the wiring kit.

Grommets

Fitting material

These rubbers ensure for a watertight
transit of the cables through the
chassis of the car.

Extra materials that are required, such
as tape and tie-wrap for a proper and
finished fitting of the cable harness
within the vehicle.

Connectors and terminals

Module

Socket

These are located on the ends of the cables
and provide a suitable connection between
the cable harness and the various
connection points within the vehicle.

Electronics box that is used within
the wiring kit in order to make all
the functionalities and supporting
technology possible.

Provides the connection between the
vehicle and the trailer or bike carrier.
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Brink seven-pin socket

Wiring kit product range

Polarity
•
•
•

Seven-pin: only for trailers and bike carriers
Thirteen-pin DIN: also for caravans
Multicon-West: for connecting seven-pin plug to thirteen-pin socket

Various sockets can be installed on a towbar. Brink offers two standard
sockets: seven-pin and thirteen-pin. The Multicon-West socket is also available.

The seven-pin connection is fine if only trailers and bike carriers are to be
attached. The system is open; that is to say that it is not watertight. It is
therefore best to advise the customer as follows: the connection will last
longer if the drainage holes of the socket are regularly cleaned to avoid
corrosion.

Overview of seven pins (ISO 1724*)

6

1

2

7
5

4

3

Pin
1/L
2 / 54g
3 / 31
4/R
5 / 58R
6 / 54
7 / 58L

Function
Left Indicator Light
Fog Light
Earth
Right Indicator Light
Right Rear Light
Brake Light
Left Rear Light

Extra pin (optional)
2a
Mistlampuitschakeling

Colour
Yellow
Blue  
White
Green
Brown
Red
Black

Grey

* Specifies a seven-pin wiring kit for a 12-volt electrical system.
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Brink thirteen-pin socket DIN

Brink Multicon-West socket

The thirteen-pin connection is necessary for connecting a caravan. A caravan,
after all, requires much more electrical power than a trailer. Just consider all the
caravan accessories, such as indoor lighting, fridge and auxiliary battery charge.
These applications would not be able to function with a seven-pin system.
The thirteen-pin socket is watertight and lasts for many years. Rubbers seals,
for example, protect the interior against moisture and dirt, therefore the
thirteen-pin socket meets the strict DIN standards, the only approved system
in the car industry.

The Multicon-West connector is the only thirteen-pin socket onto which a 7-pin
plug can be connected without an adaptor. Convenient for customers who also
often want to attach a trailer or bike carrier to their vehicle, in addition to
pulling a caravan. In practice, however, most people opt for the thirteen DIN
system due to its reliability. After all, the combination of any random seven-pin
plug in a thirteen-pin Multicon-West socket can be vulnerable to water or
moisture getting into the socket.  This could compromise a constant supply of
power. For this reason the Multicon-West socket is not the standard solution
and so we do not have it as standard in our product range. Brink therefore
always advises the thirteen-pin DIN system.

Overview of thirteen-pin (DIN 11446*)

8

7

1

6
5

9

4

2
3

13

10

12

11

Pin
1/L
2 / 54g
3 / 31
4/R
5 / 58R
6 / 54
7 / 58L
8
9
10
11
12
13

Function
Left Indicator Light
Fog Light
Earth
Right Indicator Light
Right Rear Light
Brake Light
Left Rear Light
Reversing Lights
Constant power
Ignition connected power
Earth (pin 10)
Trailer Recognition
Earth (for pin 9)

Extra pool (optional)
14 / 2a
Mistlamp uitschakeling

Colour		
Yellow
Blue
White
Green
Brown
Red
Black
Pink
Orange
Dark Grey
White / Black
Light Grey
White / Red

Grey

Overview of thirteen-pin Multicon-West
Wire thickness (mm)
1
1
1,5
1
1
1
1
1
2,5
2,5
2,5
Can vary
2,5

13

6

1

8

2

7

12

5
11

4

9

3
10

Pin
1/L
2 / 54g
3 / 31
4/R
5 / 58R
6 / 54
7 / 58L
8
9
10
11
12
13

Function
Left Indicator Light
Fog Light
Earth
Right Indicator Light
Right Rear Lights
Brake Light
Left Rear Light
Reversing Lights
Constant power
Ignition switched power
Earth (pin 10)
Trailer Recognition
Earth (for pin 9)

Extra pool (optional)
14 / 2a
Fog Light disconnection

*Specifies a thirteen-pin wiring kit for a 12-volt electrical system.
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Wiring kit product range

Brink Universal
•
•
•
•
•

Analogue communication between car and trailer
Connection with on-board computer not possible
Cable thicknesses of car differ from the wire thicknesses of the wiring kit
Wiring kit parts are all standardised
Provides only basic lighting for trailer.

Our universal wiring kits can be used on practically all vehicles The sets are compatible
with all signals that split to the rear lights. As this is an analogue signal, a universal wiring
kit cannot be programmed and so cannot connect with the on-board computer that
controls the car electronics. Brink supplies as standard seven-pin and thirteen-pin
universal wiring kits.

Features
A universal wiring kit does not, or not optimally, support many (safety) functionalities of
a vehicle. In addition, during the installation complications may arise. Therefore it is
recommended that only experienced technicians use this product on the more complex
vehicles. Typically, universal kits utilise the following items:
Scotch locks
The electrical connection between the cables of a universal
set and the vehicle is carried out with scotch locks. Account
has to be taken here of the difference in cable thickness
between the wiring of the universal set and the wiring in the
car. An imprecise connection between the two can lead to
damage to the wiring. Poorly connected scotch locks can
cause too much resistance for the wiring and so adversely
affect the correct functioning of the wiring kit.  
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Standardised parts
The modules, sockets and grommets can be put to a wide range of uses and the cables
lengths are generous. However, as they are standardised and each car has its own specific
design, it is recommended that the installation is completed by experienced fitters.
Each installation is therefore unique in this regard.

Functionalities
The universal wiring kits have the following functionalities:
Basisverlichting
The basic function of a wiring kit is to provide a bike rack, trailer or caravan with power.
This ensures the correct functioning of the brake lights, indicators, side lights and
fog lights.
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Wiring kit product range

Brink vehicle-specific
•
•
•
•

Digital communication between car and trailer
Connects with car electronics through on-board computer
Wiring kit parts and cable thicknesses developed specific to vehicle
Supports most modern functionalities and technologies of car

properly. For this reason, since the arrival of CAN-Bus the vehicle-specific wiring kits of
Brink have been working with advanced CAN-Bus modules that are either immediately
recognised by the vehicle or have to be registered in the car. Thanks to the software of
these CAN-Bus modules, the vehicle-specific wiring kits of Brink communicate with the
vehicle through the CAN-Bus system. Only through this can the electronics of the car,
with or without trailer, always take the right decisions and respond in relation to the
drive, safety and comfort systems. Without CAN-Bus we would never have had the
comfort, safety and functionality that we have now become accustomed to with our
modern cars.

Functionalities
Brink always advises a wiring kit specific to the car, as the current generation of cars
are produced with complex digital systems. In contrast to universal wiring kits, the
vehicle-specific wiring kits of Brink does support these systems. They can be connected
to the car electronics and programmed via the on-board computer. Brink supplies
vehicle-specific wiring kits for practically every type of car with a seven- and
thirteen-pin socket.

Development
Originally the vehicle-specific Brink wiring kits were developed in the nineteen eighties
to simplify the fitting process. The plugs of these sets were custom made for the
sockets of the rear light cables of every model of car (plug and play connectors).
However, in the last decade the wiring in vehicles has become so thin that it is no
longer possible to split off signals from the rear lights. That is why Brink introduced
special modules to the vehicle-specific wiring kits that convert the pulse voltage of the
rear light wiring into lighting signals towards the socket.  
CAN-Bus
At the end of the nineteen eighties CAN-Bus was introduced to vehicles. CAN-Bus
stands for Controller Area Network Bus and is a computer network that connects all
electrical components in the area of drive (injection, turbo pressure, et), comfort (seat
heating, door locking, etc.) and safety (electrical stabilisation program, anti-blocking
system, etc.) in the vehicle together, so that communication between all components is
ensured at all times. The connection is realised through a twisted cable (Can-Hi and
Can-Low) that goes from component to component, thereby ensuring that signals from
external influences are interrupted. So when fitting a new wiring kit, the communication with all the present electronics within the CAN-Bus system has to be functioning
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A vehicle-specific wiring kit of course has the basic lighting function necessary to
supply a bike carrier, trailer or caravan with power. This ensures the correct functioning
of the brake lights, indicators, side lights and fog lights. What’s more, vehicle-specific
wiring kits also have the most modern of functionalities:
Constant power
This feature is necessary for attaching a caravan to the vehicle. A caravan, after all,
requires much more electrical power than a trailer. Just consider all the caravan
accessories such as indoor lighting and fridge.
Ignition switched power
This functionality is also required for attaching a caravan. The ignition switched power
charges the battery of the caravan whilst driving. The vehicle-specific wiring kit of
Brink identifies the moment the car is switched off and at the same time stops the
charging of the caravan battery. This prevents the car battery from being drained.
Disabling Park Distance Control
Parking sensors register objects near the car. As soon as a trailer, caravan or bike
carrier is mounted onto the towbar, these are also registered as an obstacle once the
reverse gear is selected. In most cases there is an option of turning off the Park
Distance Control (PDC), when the bike carrier, caravan or trailer is attached. In increasingly more vehicles, the PDC can be turned off by the driver through a switch on the
dashboard. In these cases, the vehicle-specific wiring kits of Brink will ensure the PDC
is not automatically disabled.  
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Light substitution
Light substitution comes into action once a light of the vehicle is defective. The car
then automatically switches on another light as replacement. The Brink VSK supports
this function in order to ensure that no lighting is lost on the trailer.
Fog light disconnection
Our VSK’s are equipped with a connector which also controls the fog lights on the
trailer, bike carrier or caravan. At the same time, this safety system can turn off the fog
lights on the car, which prevents the driver from being blinded by the reflection of light
on the trailer or caravan through the rear view mirrors of the car.

Trailer Stabilisation Program
Since 2014, it has been compulsory for every new vehicle to have the Electronic
Stabilisation Program (ESP). This system detects abnormal movements of a car and
corrects this immediately, without the driver noticing anything. Most ESP systems can
be extended to Trailer Stabilisation Program (TSP). This system ensures that the
movements of the car are checked even more precisely and are activated as soon as a
trailer is attached to the vehicle. Therefore the TSP prevents your car and trailer
snaking and escalating into critical situations. As soon as the dangerous swinging of a
trailer begins, the system reacts within milliseconds and immediately stabilises the car
and trailer. TSP communicates with the CAN-Bus of the vehicle and works only with a
vehicle-specific wiring kit.

Supporting technology
Our wiring kits have an electronic module built in which makes the most advanced
technology alert to the extra weight of the trailer. Therefore the towing vehicle adapts
to accommodate the additional loads. Our VSK’s support the following technologies:  
Motor cooling
With regard to cooling the motor, these days the radiator and the temperature are
modified according to car use. When a trailer, caravan or bike carrier are attached, extra
cooling may be required to prevent overheating of the motor. Brink VSK’s support this
extra cooling.

Check Control
Check Control (CC) is a light control system, which allows you to check the functioning
of the rear lights, brake lights, indicators and/or fog lights on the car. If there is a
problem with one of the lights, a warning light, symbol or text appears on the dashboard. Our VSK’s support this function of the vehicle.

Automatic transmission
The gear box of an automatic car is set according to the weight of the vehicle.
This weight changes when a trailer, caravan or bike carrier is attached. A Brink VSK
ensures that the torque of the transmission is modified so that the car can tow more
effectively.

C2 Controle
C2 Control is a system that provides a warning when an indicator of the trailer, bike
carrier or caravan is broken. C2 Control indicates this with a visible or audible
notification. This is mandatory in Germany, Austria and the UK. Brink VSK’s support
this function.

Adaptive Cruise Control
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is a system that is present in modern vehicles. These cars
are equipped with a radar system that measures the distance of the vehicles in front of
the car. Based on this data, the car is able to slow down or brake, which makes it a lot
easier to anticipate the behaviour of other cars. A Brink VSK ensures that the system
adjusts itself to the extra weight of the trailer as soon as it is attached. Alternatively,
the driver can intervene at any time and turn the system off.
Anti-lock Braking System
The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) ensures that in the event of an emergency stop,
the wheels do not “lock” and the car remains under control. Thanks to an option in the
system that calculates the extra weight of a trailer, ABS also continues working whilst
towing. A  Brink VSK supports this.

Vehicle-specific connectors
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Lane Assist
Through a sensor in the vehicle that monitors the road markings, the Lane Assist
system warns the driver if he deviates from the driving lane. The system works at
speeds above 65 km/hour. Through a sound on the speakers, a vibrating steering wheel
or a message on the dashboard, the driver is notified of the deviation from the road
markings. If the indicator lights are used, the system knows that the driver is
intentionally leaving a lane. The driver is not warned in this case. The Brink
vehicle-specific wiring kit automatically switches off the Lane Assist system, as the
width of the trailer can differ from that of the car to which it is attached.
City Safety
The City Safety system prevents collisions during low speeds. Sensors monitors the
traffic in front of the car within 10 metres and up to 30 km/hour. If the driver does not
respond to an obstacle in time, the system automatically applies the brakes. A Brink
VSK ensures that the system adjusts itself to the extra weight of the trailer as soon as
it is attached.
Automatic Park Assist
Park Assist helps with parking. This system works together with Park Distance Control.
If a collision with another vehicle threatens to occur, a warning signal will be given. Park
Assist has three levels. With the first level, the driver only has to operate the
accelerator and brake; everything is done without hands. The system automatically
detects the space in the event of traffic congestion and parking in reverse, and
independently steers in and out. With the second level, Park Assist also takes control
of the accelerator and brake. A Brink VSK automatically deactivates the first two levels
of Park Assist,  as it is not aware of the length and width of the trailer. The driver is
notified accordingly with a message on the dashboard as soon as the trailer or bike
carrier is attached. This avoids damage. With the third level, the system does park
the car fully independently with a trailer attached.

Blind Spot Identification
The Blind Spot Identification system automatically provides a warning when an
approaching car enters a blind spot, so that the driver can safely change lanes without
collision. Thanks to the Brink VSK, the system recognises that the blind spot has to be
repositioned when a trailer is attached to the car.
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Vehicle-specific wiring kit

Vehicle-specific wiring kit product range

Premium quality
•
•
•
•
•

Supports the most modern functionalities and technologies in vehicles
Direct communication between wiring kit and on-board computer
prevents malfunctions
Control of lighting can be carried out by one person instead of two
All sockets meet European standards regarding water tightness
All sets meet the legal requirements

Innovation
The internal computer network CAN-Bus offers a great deal of room for new
electronic developments in cars. The Brink VSK’s closely follow all high-tech
developments in order to respond to innovations.
System support
These days, it is impossible to imagine cars without electronic support systems such as
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parking sensors, Lane Assist and Trailer Stability Program. These systems are so
intelligent that they take into account not only the car itself, but also the use of a
trailer, caravan or bike carrier. A  Brink VSK makes this recognition possible.

automatically. In a period of 11.5 seconds, the Easy Trailer Check turns on the rear
lights, brake lights, indicator lights, fog lights and reversing lights, one after the other.
This cycle repeats five times.

Ease of use

Safety

Simple and damage-free fitting and support of the most modern car electronics are
important cornerstones in the design phase. Because of this, our range of products
have the following characteristics:

Brink maintains the highest safety standards in the development and production.
Our vehicle-specific wiring kits therefore have the following features:

No malfunctions
Our kits are specifically developed for each type of car and ensure that the car’s
on-board computer communicates with the wiring kit and prevents any malfunctions
in the vehicle.

DIN standardised socket
The Brink seven-pin sockets meet the DIN ISO 1724 standard. The13-pin connection
meets the DIN 11446 standard. The DIN system is recommended by the German car
industry and is used increasingly frequently in Europe. This water tightness standard
also sets out connector and wire colours.

Automatic lighting check
With some VSK’s it is no longer necessary to check the lighting on the trailer using two
people. The Easy Trailer Check enables one person to complete this. By first turning on
the ignition of the car, then pressing the hazard warning lights button and then finally
inserting the plug of the trailer into the socket, the Easy Trailer Check starts

Legal requirements
All Brink vehicle-specific wiring kits meet the European legal requirements. They are,
for example, fitted with a fog light connector. With most models the car’s fog lights are
disabled when the plug is inserted into the socket. This prevents an annoying red glow
from being reflected in the inside mirror. There is also the requirement that the driver

Electro test

receives a warning on the dashboard if an indicator light of the trailer is faulty.
The C2 indicator light control is also integrated in the vehicle-specific wiring kit. Since
2011, trailers weighing more than 750 kg must be equipped with reversing lights.
This can only be controlled with a thirteen-pin socket.
Ultimately tested
Quality is an aspect that Brink wants to improve constantly. Tests are constantly being
carried out in order to meet the necessary standards. The Brink vehicle-specific wiring
kits are ISO-TS 16949 certified, which means that all processes have been set down in
the organisation and meet the requirements of the automotive sector.
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Brink ARB Professional

Aluminium roof rack for vans
•
•
•
•
•

For transporting goods on the roof of vans
Light weight due to aluminium material
Strong, hard-wearing and resistant to corrosion
Equipped with loading roller and spoiler
Ladder on back door extra option

The Brink ARB Professional for vans forms an innovative, user-friendly and safe
solution for transporting long and heavy goods on the roof of vans.

Innovation
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Loading roller
The aluminium roof rack is equipped as standard with a loading roller at the back.
The loading roller makes it easier to load long and heavy goods onto
the Brink ARB Professional.
Spoiler
The front of the aluminium roof is equipped as standard with a spoiler. The spoiler
reduces the noise caused by wind and minimises the impact of the
Brink ARB Professional on fuel consumption.

The high-quality product is made from aluminium and consequently excels in durability.
Aluminium is strong, hard-wearing and resistant to corrosion. The material has been
used in the most modern of planes and the automobile sector for many years now, and
is many times lighter than steel. The roof rack has an aerodynamic design, it is ergonomic in use and visually stylish.

Ladder
As an extra option, the aluminium roof rack can come with a ladder on the back door of
your van. This ladder gives easy access to the roof of the van. The ladders are suitable
for mounting on the right-hand back doors. With the ladder, the amount of degrees
that the back door can open remains the same as the rotation indicated by the car
manufacturer.

User friendly

Safety

In addition to its durability, the aluminium roof rack sets itself apart due to its low
weight. The Brink ARB Professional therefore has a negligible effect on the maximum
roof load of the vehicle.  This leaves more weight over for the load to be carried.
An additional advantage of its low weight, is that the aluminium roof rack is easy
to handle. This makes the Brink ARB Professional easy to fit.

Optimal safety is ensured with transport using the Brink ARB Professional. The raised
edges on the side prevent the long and heavy goods being transported from sliding off.
It also meets all international standards and passes all durability, crash and strength
tests with flying colours.
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Control

Fitting Brink towbars, wiring kits and ARB

Before beginning the installation, it is advisable to carry out a number of checks. First of
all, it is necessary to check that the correct towbar, wiring kit or ARB has been delivered
upon arrival. The car should also be checked the moment a customer brings it in for the
fitting appointment. It should be checked, for example, that the car is actually the model
indicated by the customer. The car is then inspected inside and outside for any damage,
and to see if any electronics malfunctions have been indicated. These checks are to avoid
any issues arising after the fitting is complete.  

General work preparation
•
•
•
•
•

Placing order on Brink.eu webshop
For fitting check on delivery
Brink Customer Service accessible in the event of questions
Study fitting manual prior to starting
Brink After-Sales accessible for fitting support

A towbar, wiring kit and aluminium roof rack always have to be fitted securely This requires
expertise and customisation, starting with a sound work preparation.

Work environment

Aftersales and fitting support

Order

Fitting manual

To ensure the fitting can be carried out properly and speedily, it is necessary to order the correct
towbar, wiring kit or roof rack. When doing so, take the dimensions of the vehicle into account.
Bear in mind that many vehicles have special features such as four-wheel drive, sport model,
towing weight, etc. This information should be verified. In addition to this, the needs of the
customer play a role in ordering the correct towbar or wiring kit. Ask them what they intend to
tow and how many pins the plug of the trailer, bike carrier or caravan has. Using that information,
inform them about the various types of towbars (fixed, detachable or retractable) and wiring kits
(seven- or thirteen-pin socket) so that the customer can make a well-informed decision.  

We always supply Brink towbars, wiring kits and ARBs with a fitting manual. This guide
contains a step-by-step plan that clearly describes the successive operations necessary for
fitting. The fitter is expected to have studied the manual well before beginning work. In
this way, he can make a good assessment of the steps necessary for the installation of the
various towbar, wiring kit or ARB components.
Fitting support
Should anything be unclear, the fitter can contact the Brink fitting department with
questions prior to making a start. They can be reached on telephone number
02476 355830 or via e-mail to salesin.box@brink.eu. They will also be happy
to help during the fitting process.

Webshop
In our user-friendly webshop, brink.eu, you can order the right towbar, wiring kit and ARB in three
simple steps. All garages, car dealers and fast fitters selected by Brink receive their own login
upon request. After logging in, step 1 allows you to look for the right towbar (flanged ball, fixed,
detachable or retractable), wiring kit (with seven- or thirteen-pin plug) or ARB, based on article
number, license plate number or model/make.  In step 2, the available towbars, wiring kits and
ARBs are displayed along with price and availability. In step 3, there is a menu for requesting a
quote or placing an order. If available, the delivery time is no more than 24 hours.    

Training
Brink works closely with network of specialist towbar fitters. These are professional and
experienced establishments that are trained and audited periodically. By taking theory
and practical training courses, their fitters not only receive sound preparation for fitting
towbars, wiring kits and ARBs, but also meet our high quality requirements. This way our
customers can count on Brink products being fitted correctly to their vehicle. Consumers
receive a five-year warranty on our products if they have them installed by one of our
fitting partners.

Customer Service
Our Customer Service Team is ready to answer any of your questions regarding orders or
deliveries of towbars, wiring kits or ARBs. They can be reached on telephone number
02476 355810 or by e-mail: salesin.box@brink.eu.
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A fitter is responsible for ensuring a clean and tidy work environment. All the necessary
tools should be present and in good working condition close to hand. In order to have a
good overview, it is advisable to lay out all the parts of the towbar, wiring kit or ARB, as
well as the supplied nuts and bolts, in an orderly fashion. Prepare a clearly defined space
for this, in which there are no leftover materials of previous work.

Brink fitting training
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Fitting towbars

Procedures
•
•
•
•
•

Taking off the bumper
Installing the housing
Securing the housing
Fitting the socket plate
Locking the ball

Providing the towbar is fitted exactly according to the step-by-step plan outlined in the
fitting manual, every fitter is ensured a speedy and simple installation. All our towbars are
car-specific, based on mounting points and loading data from official car manufacturers.
Therefore, Brink towbars always have the correct components for a perfect fit.            

Removing bumper

Removing bumper

The fitting process of the towbar starts in most cases with removing the rear bumper.
In the fitting instructions, we indicate for the great majority of cases exactly where the
mounting points of the rear bumper are located. When the rear bumper is loosened from
its holders, there is a risk of it falling and getting damaged. To avoid this, carefully support
the rear bumper. WD40 is a useful tool when removing the bumper. This water
displacement spray can be spray into the mounting points so the bumper slides more
easily from them. After removal, it is best to place the rear bumper on a firm stand.
This prevents any damage and provides stability if anything needs to be done to the
bumper with respect to fitting the towbar.

Cutting bumper
In the great majority of cases, it is possible to design a towbar that fits around the profile
of the rear bumper. This is unfortunately not always possible, so the bumper will have to
be cut into to make room for the housing or ball. In these cases we almost always supply
a bumper sticker that indicates precisely the dimensions of the necessary cut-out. This
bumper sticker can be affixed onto the inner side of the bumper and saves a great deal of
time. Instructions regarding the placement can be found in the fitting instructions and/or
the sticker itself. Always ensure that the bumper cut-out is finished off neatly. This can be
done by using a finely-serrated saw and beforehand protecting the outline of the area to
be cut with sticky tape.         
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Fitting side plates
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Fitting draw beam

Fitting the housing

At various places under the car, the draw beam has to be attached by bolts in the
attachment points indicated by the car manufacturer. For this reason, the draw beam
has vehicle-specific side plates. For each type of car the securing of these side plates
to the chassis differs due to the placement of the attachment points as well as the
number of fixings required. Follow the fitting instructions for the correct procedure.
Special points of attention here are:

In order to guarantee a safe construction, the housing also has to be fitted according
to the fitting instructions. It should be noted that both bolts that are used to secure
the housing also have to be inserted through the side plates of the draw beam. If that
is not the case, the housing is not secured and the ball cannot be attached in the right
position. The housing also has to be mounted using the specified torque. This can be
found in the fitting manual.

Removing rubber caps
Before installing the draw beam, it is best to check this carefully. In order to protect
the screw thread of the attachment points during the coating process, these are
sealed with rubber caps. You should of course remove these before starting the
fitting process.

Fitting draw beam

Cleaning overlap areas
In order to ensure a perfect fit, it is important to clean the areas of overlap between
any towbar component and the vehicle body. These areas of overlap must be free of
dirt, corrosion and coating using a scraper or spatula.
Treating drill holes
It may sometimes be necessary to drill an extra hole in the vehicle. In order to prevent
the formation of rust, these holes will have to treated afterwards. This treatment
consists of vacuum and spray cleaning of the resulting iron grindings and then
applying an anti-corrosion agent.
Sealing seams
With some car models, it is possible that the exposed chassis rails become covered
by the towbar during installation. In these cases it is advisable to seal the seams
between the chassis and the towbar draw beam in order to prevent water ingress.
Any leaking water would then not be able to drain away and cause the chassis to
rust from the inside.

Fitting plug plate
In order to guarantee a safe construction and retractability behind the bumper,
the socket plate also has to be installed according to the instructions in the fitting
manual. The manual indicates the correct position of the socket plate as determined
by Brink’s development department.

Fitting ball
As with all components, it is crucial that the fitting manual is followed when installing
the ball. This is often the last procedure to be carried out and typically completed
once the bumper has been replaced.

Post installation checks
After the towbar has been fitted various checks have to be carried out. First check
if all fastening materials have actually been used. Then check that there is no
movement in the installation. If both these points are satisfactory, then test the
operation of the towbar if a detachable or retractable system has been fitted.
Finally, check that the socket folds freely behind the bumper. This movement can
be heavy the first few times. If so, WD40 can help.

Torque
First of all, tighten by hand the bolts securing the draw beam. This allows the bar to
move a little and so be pushed into exactly the right place. Only then can the draw
beam be secured with the specific torque indicated in the fitting instructions.
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Fitting the housing
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Fitting and activating wiring kits

Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wire the socket
Feed through the cable harness
Make connection between the wiring kit and vehicle
Connect the Earth
Make the power connection
Activate wiring kit

Providing the wiring kit is fitted exactly according to the fitting manual, every fitter with
a Brink VSK can be assured a fast and simple installation. All our towbars are car-specific,
based on mounting points and loading data from official car manufacturers. As a result,
the Brink wiring kits always have the correct connections, connectors, cable lengths and
thicknesses for installing in the car.

Check electrical circuits
The fitting process of the wiring kit starts with a careful check of the electronics in the
car. Check whether all electrical circuits function correctly and whether any warning
lights are lit up on the dashboard.

Note customer-specific settings
When a customer delivers the car, it would have his or her personal settings. These can
include settings such a radio code, seat position and seat heating. Note down these
settings, so that the car can be returned with the same settings after the fitting work has
been completed.

Disconnect car power
To ensure safe working conditions, it is necessary to disconnect the battery terminals.
This ensures that no malfunctions occur the moment the electrical connections are made.
Hybrid and electric vehicles
When disconnecting the power from the car, extra attention has to be given to hybrid or
electric cars. The arrival of these cars, with their new technologies, has also brought
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along new risks, such as electrical voltages of up to many hundreds of volts. For this
reason, when fitting wiring kits in hybrid and electric cars the NEN-9140 protocol has to
be observed. This protocol describes how fitters have to go about fitting out hybrid and
electric vehicles.    

Check vehicle preparation
Car manufacturers deliver cars with or without towbar preparation. This cannot be seen
from the outside, nor from the vehicle data. Brink resolves this problem by supplying an
extra cable harness with the vehicle-specific wiring kits. This allows the wiring kit to be
fitted onto the prepared connector, but also onto another part of the vehicle if this is not
present. In this way, Brink always supplies a set that fits the vehicle.      

Determine entry point
The entry point for the cable harness is always indicated in the fitting manual. This point
is usually located in the rear panel of the vehicle, in order to minimise the risk of water
impact. The location of the entry point is always prescribed by the car manufacturer and
prepared in the great majority of cases. In some cases, drilling will be necessary. Should
that be the case, treat the holes with anti-corrosion paint.

Wire the socket
Wire the socket and install this onto the socket plate of the towbar. When using a 13-pin
socket, the first seven pins have the same function as those of the standard seven-pin
sockets. In the case of a 13-pin socket, the wiring kit is of course equipped with the extra
wiring that is necessary for the extra options of a 13-pin set.
Wire EasyPin
A substantial proportion of the Brink VSK’s are
equipped with EasyPin. This system allows the pins
of the wiring kit to be easily connected to the
socket. Time-consuming screw mounting of each
individual wire is no longer necessary. With EasyPin
each wire can be very quickly attached by hand in
the socket. Thanks to a disassembly tool it is
possible to easily disconnect (Pin out) and then
reconnect (Pin in) an incorrectly attached pin.
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Feed through cable
The cable is fed through two locations. The first location is through the entry point in
the rear panel of the car. Via this entry point the cable can be fed through in the
direction of the boot Care is required when doing this. Pulling the cable too roughly
through the metal of the vehicle can cause damage to the cable harness grommet.
This would result in exposed wires. From the boot the cable is also fed through to the
front of the vehicle. For this you will need to carefully remove the interior panel on
the inside. Neatly conceal the wiring in the spaces behind the panels and ensure that
the panels fit in their original position after feeding the cables through. When placing
the panels back make sure that the wiring does not get damaged.
Trim removal set
The panels in vehicles are often mounted using vulnerable mounting clips. Therefore
ensure you use a trim removal set, consisting of u-shaped and v-shaped levers. These
can be easily placed behind the clips, allowing the interior to be dismounted quickly
and carefully.
Fitting the socket

Tension spring
A tension spring allows the cable to be easily threaded through the interior of the
vehicle. This saves a great deal of time, as not all panels would have to be removed.
Carpet knife
To remove the tape around the cables do not use a stanley knife but a carpet knife.
The curved head of this tool is less likely than a stanley knife to damage the underlying cables.
Tie-wraps
Tie-wraps are handy when routing cables. Take care when pulling the tie-wraps tight.
If they are too tight, the cable may break.

Make connection

Plug terminals
With some car makes it is relatively simple to use plug
terminals (the connections at the end of a cable). You can
easily insert these at the required and numbered position
in the connectors. Please be aware that the terminals are
directional. An incorrect installation can be easily made,
but can also be simply reversed using the special
unlocking tool.    
Clamp connectors
Clamp connectors are small connectors that on first sight
look similar to old-fashioned scotch locks. They are, however,
totally different. Scotch locks are suitable for cables with an
average cross-sectional area of  0.75 mm2 to 1.5 mm2 Clamp
connectors are specially made for wires of 0.35 mm2,
a thickness that corresponds exactly with the thickness of
a CAN-Bus cable. The clamp connectors have small knives at
the ends. If the cable is inserted here, the knives make small
incisions in the wall of the cable. In this way, the wire is not
broken, and a secure connection is made. The silver-plated
interior ensures for optimal conduction.
AMP plugs
In some cases, it will be necessary to cut a cable. A new
connection would then have to be made by placing a new
AMP plug at the end of the wire. The use of an AMP pliers
with torque creates the optimal connection.

Make connection with CAN-Bus
By making connections with CAN-Bus, fewer cables and connectors will be necessary in
the vehicle. It is very important here, too, that the instructions of the fitting manual
are followed. A number of points require extra attention.
Keep twist intact
The CAN-Bus in the vehicle is twisted on purpose in order to ensure that the signal is
conducted in the correct manner without it being interrupted. It is therefore very
important that after the wiring kits are fitted the twist remains intact.
Do not solder
Despite the fact that it is requested with certain product groups, we strongly advise
against soldering the CAN-Bus. In many cases, car manufacturers invalidate the vehicle
warranty if this method has been applied. This increases the resistance in certain
places to such an extent that the CAN-Bus can malfunction.
Only use materials supplied
In order to ensure a correct fitting and afterwards provide a guarantee, it is important
that only the materials supplied are used during the installation.
Do not use any scotch locks
The wires of the CAN-Bus are very thin. For this reason, only the supplied clamp
connectors may be used to make connection with the CAN-Bus. Scotch locks would
be totally unsuitable for this. Never use these in combination with CAN-Bus.
They are intended for larger wire diameters and would cut through the thin wires
of the CAN-Bus.

Shrink tubing
Shrink tubing can also make a connection similar to that of
the AMP plug. The shrink tubing shrinks optimally around
the cable by heating it with a hair dryer.

De volgende stap is de kabelset met het voertuig te verbinden. Het is van groot
belang dat hierbij de instructies in de handleiding worden opgevolgd. Alleen op deze
manier kan een goede, veilige en storingsvrije verbinding worden gemaakt. Er zijn een
aantal manieren om connecties tot stand te brengen.
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Feed through cable
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Connect the Earth

Carry out post installation check of wiring kit

Once the connections have been made, the earth has to be connected. Again, it is very
important that the instructions of the fitting manual are followed. The manual states
precisely where the earth points for the wiring kit are located in the vehicle. These
have been tested by the car manufacturer. Therefore, only connect the wiring kit on
to these points.

Before the car can be returned to the customer, a comprehensive post installation
check of the functioning of the wiring kit has to be carried out. There are many ways
of completing this.

Make power connection

Make power connection

The power connection can be made in a number of ways. For the most modern of cars
it is best for the power to be accessed from the fuse box under the bonnet.
Brink has developed fuse taps for this option. This chip is simple to plug into the fuse
box and automatically picks up the necessary power for the wiring kit. Another way to
make a power connection, is to tap directly into the battery for power. This does,
however, involve certain risks and requires good follow-up checks. Check that the
battery does not get drained and that this does not disrupt the memory circuits of the
car. With this procedure again observe the NEN-9140 protocol when working on
hybrid and electric vehicles.  

Activate wiring kit
After the fitting is complete it may be necessary for the fitter to activate the wiring
kit within the vehicle. After activation, the towbar is registered in the car electronics,
so that all the available electronics in the car continue to work correctly and make the
necessary adjustments once a trailer has been attached. The fitter can activate most
wiring kits using general diagnosis equipment. The following actions are carried out
for this: Switch off PDC, fog lights and lane-assist and activate TSP, extra cooling and
the automatic gear box.
Call upon dealer
For a number of types of cars, only a dealer is able to activate the wiring kit.
This would involve extra costs. To ensure awareness of this eventuality beforehand,
Brink always mentions this manner of activation in the technical specifications of
the wiring kit.     
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Plug in fuse tap

Self-diagnosis function
Some of the VSK’s are equipped with a self-diagnosis
functionality. After the fitting has been completed,
this built-in module shows either a red or green
signal. Red means an unsuccessful fitting, which
would have to be run through again. Green means
that all the steps have been run through successfully. Thanks to the self-diagnosis function, fitters can
always be sure that the installation of the wiring kit
is definitely correct.
Automatic lighting check
If the VSK does not have a self-diagnosis function, then the Easy Trailer Check can be
followed. This function has only been built into some of the product range. Thanks to
the Easy Trailer Check it is no longer necessary to check the lighting on the trailer using
two people. By first turning on the ignition of the car, then pressing the warning lights
button and then finally inserting the plug of the trailer into the socket, the Easy Trailer
Check starts automatically. In a period of 11.5 seconds, the Easy Trailer Check turns on
the rear lights, brake lights, indicator lights, fog lights and reversing lights, one after
the other. This cycle repeats five times.

the vehicle would have to be switched on for this. If there are any malfunctions in
the wiring, this would be indicated by certain LED lights not being displayed at all
or incorrectly. Testing can’t be any simpler than this.
Do not use test lamps
Old fashioned test lamps are not recommended for tests on the modern vehicle.
The same applies for small testers with LED lights. Due to the limited power use
of these products, CAN-Bus systems are no longer activated, and switch off to sleep
mode after a few minutes.

Carry out other post installation checks
During the fitting of the wiring kits, it is necessary to dismantle interior panels. Return
these panels to their original position once the Easy Trailer Check and the test box
tests have been run through successfully. Check that the interior components are not
damaged. Afterwards, check all the functions of the car, from electrical window
operation to outside mirror adjustment. Finally, make sure that all the customerspecific settings that were noted down prior to the fitting are as they were at the start.

Test box
Always carry out a double-check with the Brink test
box. This allows a fitter to easily test every function
of the wiring (7- and 13-pin) and lighting of a trailer,
caravan or bike carrier.  The test box is suitable for
all vehicles with and without CAN-Bus and also
works with vehicles that have a control device for
automatically recognising trailers. After correctly
inserting the plug of the test box in the socket,
the fitter can then sit in the driver’s seat with
the optical display of the test box. By activating the
lighting vehicle functions, the pin assignment of
the socket can then be checked, The ignition of
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Fitting ARB

Procedures
•
•
•
•
•

Assemble the roof rack on the ground
Install the loading roller and spoiler
Mount the supports on the roof of the van
Secure the roof rack on the support points
Install the ladder on the back door

Providing the aluminium roof rack is fitted exactly according to the step-by-step
plan outlined in the fitting manual, every fitter with a Brink ARM Professional
can count on a speedy and simple installation. All our roof racks are car-specific,
based on mounting points and loading data from official car manufacturers.
Therefore, Brink ARB Professionals always have the perfect fit.
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Inserting plug

Inserting plug

Installing draw beam

The installation begins with  inserting the plastics plugs in both side walls of the Brink
ARB. By placing the side walls flat on the floor, the plastic plugs can be clicked by hand
into the specially-prepared square holes.

T-piece installation spoiler
In the draw beam at the front there is a guide rail as well. Slide in this rail three T-pieces with screw thread. The screw thread should point outwards. The T-pieces will be
needed later for attaching the spoiler.

Installing draw beam

Installing sleeper

Fixation supports have been provided in advance on both side walls of the Brink ARB,
both at the front and back. The draw beams, which are equipped with three guide rails,
have to be positioned between these support. Slide the rail that is positioned opposite the curve over the fixation support. Use a hexagonal key to then secure the draw
beams. Do this first of all with only one side wall. Put the other side wall to the side.  

The sleepers fit precisely into the previously inserted plastic plugs. Place the side wall
where the draw beams have just been fitted flat on the floor and click the sleepers into
the plastic plugs.

T-piece installation loading roller
In the draw beam there is a guide rails at both front and rear. Slide two T-pieces with
screw thread in this rail. The screw thread should point outwards. The T-pieces will be
needed later for attaching the loading roller.   

Installing side wall
The side wall can now be attached. First slide the pre-mounted fixation supports
through the guide rail of the foremost and rearmost draw beam. Then adjust the
sleepers in such a way that they are directly opposite the plastic plugs. Using two
hands, the side walls can then be pressed so that the sleepers click into the plugs and
the pre-mounted fixation supports slide in the guide rails of the draw beams. Use a
hexagonal key to then secure the draw beams.

Installing sleeper

Installing spoiler

Removing rubber caps

Turn the mounted roof rack upside down and distribute the three T-pieces with screw
thread that are in the guide rail of the foremost draw beam. One left, one right and
one in the middle. Then take the spoiler and slide the three attachment holes over the
screw thread of T-pieces. Secure the spoiler using bolts.

Only after the Brink ARB Professional has been fully assembled is the first procedure
carried out on the vehicle onto which the aluminium roof rack has to be installed.
The attachment points for the Brink ARB on the roof are sealed with rubber caps.
These should be removed using a socket spanner.  

Installing loading roller

Attaching protective strips

Turn the assembled roof rack upside down again and distribute the three T-pieces
with screw thread that are in the guide rail of the foremost draw beam. One left and
one right. Then take a loading roller holder and slide this over the screw thread of a
T-piece. Secure the loading roller holder with bolts. Now take the loading roller and
hook this in the mounted holder. Afterwards, the second loading roller holder can be
hooked in the loading roller and then slid over the screw thread to the other side. Slide
the loading roller holder as far as possible inside in order to clamp the loading roller as
firmly as possible between the two loading roller holders. Secure the second loading
roller holder using bolts.

Take the sticky protective plates and place the adhesive strips on all mounting points
on the roof. Three on both mounting points on the rear of the roof (attached in front,
between and behind the mounting points) and two on both mounting points halfway
along the roof (attached in front and behind the mounting point). Two on both
mounting points at the front of the roof (attached behind and between the mounting
point). After affixing the protective strips on the mounting points, the mounting points
have to be made accessible once more. This can be done by pricking a screwdriver
through the adhesive strips covering the mounting points.

Installing protective cover

Take the two-hole strips and place these on the rear of the roof with the holes
directly above the mounting points. Do the same with the single-hole strips in the
middle and front of the roof. Then place the supports one by one on the strips and,
in the mounting points, tighten by hand the bolts fitted with a ring. Afterwards,
tighten them further using a ring spanner.

Finally protective covers have to attached to the front and back of the side walls.  
These can be slid onto the ends of the side walls and clicked securely in place.
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Tighten draw beam to the right torque

Installing supports
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Installing spoiler

Installing loading roller

Installing supports

Installing roof rack

Installing roof rack

Drilling attachment holes on top

Drilling attachment holes on the bottom

Installing ladder

Each support has a mounting point in the middle. These mounting points correspond
exactly with the attachment points on the underside of the roof rack, consisting of a
screw thread. Therefore place the roof rack over the supports on the roof so that the
screw threads go through the mounting points. The cap nuts can then be screwed onto
the screw threads by hand. Afterwards, tighten these further with a ring spanner.

Open both back doors of the van. Measure from the centre of the ventilation hole on
the top of the back door (side of hinge) and according to the measurements in the
manual where the holes have to be drilled. Draw the holes with a pencil. Using a cone
cutter, drill the hole as specified in the manual. Push sleeves with screw threads into
the drilled holes.

Tighten bolts to the right torque

Pre-assembling ladder

Using a torque wrench, the nuts previously attached have to be tightened to the
correct torque: 20Nm. Tighten all bolts to this torque. Then place the watertight caps
on the nuts. Afterwards, the bolts securing the supports on the roof also have to be
tightened to the following torque. 10 Nm. Tighten all bolts to this torque.

Place the ladder on the floor with the flat side facing downwards. Tap the sleeves with
the screw thread with a hammer into the attachment points (raised pipes) that are
located level with the third rung. Place the nuts on the adjustable supports and tighten
them by hand in the sleeves with screw thread.

Now hang the pre-assembled ladder on the back door. Ensure that the mounting holes
on the top of the ladder are precisely opposite the drilled mounting holes on the top
of the back door. Temporarily attach the ladder to the top using the special socket
screws. The fitting manual gives the distance the bottom of the ladder has to have in
relation the inside of the back door. Measure out this distance and place the bottom of
the ladder in the correct position. The mounting holes on the bottom of the ladder are
now positioned correctly. Draw these holes onto the back door using a pencil, then unscrew the socket screws at the top and remove the ladder from the back door. Detach
the cover plate from the inside of the back door. Using a cone cutter, drill the hole.

Re-position the the pre-assembled ladder on the back door. Secure the ladder onto the
top using socket screws. Using a torque wrench, secure these fixings to the specified
torque: 10Nm. Tighten all screws to this torque. Then take the rounded-off two-hole
strip and hold this in front of the drilled holes on the bottom of the right back door.
Clamp the strip between the mounting points on the bottom of the ladder and the
back door and insert two socket screws through the holes in the ladder and strip.
Afterwards, on the inside of the door place the rectangular two-hole strip over the
protruding screws. Now place the bolts on the screws and tighten to the specified
torque; 20Nm. Tighten all bolts to this torque. Finally, the adjustable supports can now
be turned to the correct position. As soon as they are wedged against the back door,
the supports also have to be tightened to the specified torque: 10Nm. Then finally, the
cover plate can again be attached onto the inside of the back door.

Installing accessories
Brink supplies a ladder for the back door as an extra accessory for the aluminium
ladder. This makes the Brink ARB Professional more easily accessible. Vans do not have
pre-mounted points for attaching the ladder, as they do for the aluminium roof rack.    
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Your Perfect fit for fitters
What is the strength of Brink that provides real
benefits for fitters? What customised solutions
does Brink provide them? And what sort of results
does a collaboration with Brink produce? This is all
described in this training manual. However,
we would like to give a clear and concise list of
reasons why Brink is the favourite choice for
fitters, thanks to our motto: Your perfect fit!
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Tailor made solutions of Brink

The result of Brink
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Brink Towing Systems LTD
Unit 7 Centrovell Industrial Estate, Caldwell RD
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV11 4NG, England
T 02476 355810
F 02476 352024
salesin.box@brink.eu
www.brink.eu
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